Asymptotic Bias Calculation
Direct standardization
For the directly standardized risk, we also define for a given center c the vector E(S c ) = (E(L), 0, . . . , 1, . . . , 0) ′ of length 1 + m, where the number 1 occurs at position 1 + c. Based on the data-generating model, the potential full population risk for center c is given by: Ignoring the interactions, the estimator for E{Y (c)} has expected value:
. . .
Then bias on the directly standardized risk for center c due to ignoring the center-patient interaction can be written as:
The asymptotic bias on the directly standardized risk for two centers is illustrated in Figure 1 .
Indirect standardization
For the indirectly standardized risk, we define for a given center c the vector E(S c ) = (E(L|C = c), m −1 , . . . , m −1 ) ′ of length m + 1. Knowing the data-generating model, the center-specific average of expected outcomes in center c is given by:
However, when ignoring the interactions the fixed effects estimator of the latter has expected value:
So, bias on the indirectly standardized risk for center c is
The asymptotic bias on the indirectly standardized risk for two centers is illustrated in Figure 2 .
Model-based estimators when comparing risks
In practice, the directly standardized risk E{Y (c)} is often compared to the overall mortality. We investigate whether bias is reduced when estimating the latter by the average of the directly standardized risks over all centersÊ c [Ê{Y (c)}] instead ofÊ(Y ). The bias on E c [E{Y (c)}] due to ignoring center-patient interactions can be calculated as the average of the bias on E{Y (c)} over all centers. For two centers, the bias when comparing E{Y (0)} with this model-based overall mortality is then
It is not beneficial to use the model-based overall mortality when the absolute value of (1) is larger than the absolute value of (2). This is the case when
We give an example for each case in Table 1 . Table 1 : Toy example for the cases when it is not beneficial to use the model-based overall mortality in comparisons with E{Y (0)}.
For indirect standardization, the model-based average of observed risks for a given center c is estimated by:
Now, one of the score equations for Firth corrected maximum likelihood estimation is exactly
Then, it follows that the model-based estimator (3) for center c is identical to the average of observed risks (main text, 6). So, bias on the indirectly standardized risk will not be reduced by using this model-based estimator for E{Y (c)|C = c}.
Decision Criterion for Labelling Centers
For directly standardized risks, a center is classified as low/high risk if the data provide sufficient evidence that the potential risk E{Y (c)} exceeds a benchmark relative to the population average risk E(Y ), it is classified as accepted otherwise. So a center is classified as having low risk if
Here, λ 1 expresses a clinically meaningful tolerance level (e.g. 20%) indicating how much the center-specific potential risk is allowed to depart from the current population average risk E(Y ). In practice such envisaged reference is likely to steer the choice of λ 1 once E(Y ) is known or has been estimated. Further, z k is the k × 100th percentile of the standard normal distribution, so k (e.g. 0.75) expresses the degree of statistical evidence required before flagging a center as low/high risk. In [2] it is explained how sd(Ê{Y (c)}) can be estimated.
Similarly for indirectly standardized risks, we will classify a center as having low risk if
Here again λ 2 expresses a clinically meaningful tolerance level (e.g. 5%) and k (e.g. 0.75) is a measure for statistical evidence. To obtain comparable results between direct and indirect standardization, one can choose λ 2 = λ 1 × E(Y ) because then the width for acceptance is the same for both standardizations, i.e.
We illustrate the center-specific distribution of the marginally normal standardized or beta distributed covariate L with small or large differences across centers for one simulated dataset in Figure 3 and 4. As discussed in the paper, we illustrate in Figure 5 the mean bias for 1 simulated dataset, for large versus small differences in patient mix and standardized normal L. Results on correct center classification for the simulated data can be found in Table 2 for direct standardization and in Table 3 for indirect standardization.
A univariate descriptive analysis of the riksstroke data can be found in Table 4 . Additional results for the multiple imputed analysis are shown in Figure 6 and for complete case analysis in Figure 7 and 8. We also studied the effect of time to hospital per consciousness level in Figure 9 . The estimated interaction effect in the outcome model with interaction between center and time to hospital or age is illustrated in Figure 10 . (a) Scenario with large differences in patient mix and standardized normal L. Table 2 : Center classification (Low, Accepted or High risk) for direct standardization with λ 1 = 20% and k = 0.75. Results are for an outcome regression model without (no) or with (yes) interaction between center and patient characteristic L. The 'Type I error for Accepted as Low' for example denotes the estimated probability that a center with a 'truely' accepted mortality risk is actually classified as having low risk. (a) Scenario with large differences in patient mix and beta distributed L. Accepted as Low 4.2 4.5 3.9 4.2 6.9 5.6 1.9 1.9 2.5 2.8 3.7 4.5 Accepted as High 2.5 2.4 3.2 2.9 0.9 0.6 4. Figure 7: Center-specific values for the proportion of female patients, proportion of unconscious or drowsy patients, patient's age and time to hospital (hours) for complete cases. Bubble size is proportional to center size. Center 55 has more than 1% difference in its estimated potential full population risk when ignoring interactions with age, center 65 and 85 for interactions with time. 
